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ABSTRACT 

Neutron measurements play important roles as the diagnostics of many aspects of 
the plasma in large tokamak devices such as JT-60U and JET. In the d-d discharges 
of JT-60U, the most important application of the neutron measurement is die 
investigation of the fusion performance using fission chambers. The ion velocity 
distribution function, and the triton slowing down are investigated by die neutron 
spectrometer and the 14 MeV neutron detector, respectively. TANSY is a combined 
proton-recoil and neutron time-of flight spectrometer for 14 MeV neutrons to be 
used during the d-t phase at JET. The detection principle is based on die 
measurements of the flight time of a scattered initial neutron and die energy of a 
corresponding recoil proton. The scattering medium is a polyethylene foil. The 
resolution and efficiency, using a thin foil (0.95 mg/cm2), is 1SS keV and 1.4 x 10* 
5 cm 2, respectively. 

INTRODUCTION 

The controlled nuclear fusion is regarded as die ultimate energy source in future. The tokamak is 
die leading device in the nuclear fusion research. Fusion plasma is so complicated dial many 
measurement methods are needed to diagnose die piasma property such as density and 
temperature. In the deuterium plasma, die following fusion reactions take place widi nearly equal 
probability: 

d + d -> n (2.45 MeV) + 3jfe (0.82 MeV) 
d + d -> p (3.02 MeV) + T (1.01 MeV) 

Those fusion reactivities are strong functions of die ion temperature in die diermal plasma. The 
neutron measurement was regarded as die ion temperature diagnostics in die first stage of die 
fusion study, because the neutron energy spectrum from die thermal plasma has a Doppler 
broadening(FWHM) of 82.5VT7 for d-d reactions, where Tj is the ion temperature. In die most 
of die medium and large tokamaks such as JET in EC, JT-60U in Japan, TFTR and DIIl-D in 
USA, operating routinely widi deuterium plasmas, additional heating as neutral beam injection 
(NBI) and/or radio frequency (RF) heating is employed to obtain die break-even plasma. In 
those plasmas, die neutron spectroscopy is no longer useful as die km temperature diagnostics, 
where die width of the neutron spectrum dose not depend on Ti only. However, neutron 
measurements becomes more important as die diagnostics of many aspect of die plasma. 

JT-60U1) is one of die large tokamaks to study of die reactor-grade plasmas near fusion 
power break-even conditions. The major parameters of JT-60U are die plasma current of 6 MA, 
die major radius of 3.4 m, die minor radius of 1.1 m die and die plasma volume of 100 n A This 
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ABSTRACT 

Neutron measurements play important roles創出ediagnf!s!ics of many踊戸峨50f
曲epli踊main加letokaMak devi，関s5uch幽 π.ωiUu岨J訂.In泊ICd-d.di配:1wF5
of JTωU t the Ioost imponant application of曲eneutron measurement is恥
investigation of曲efusion perforrnanl閃 usi町，fissioo chambe四.明lCion vek隠ity
dis凶butionfunction， and出etriton slowing down are inve柑伊~by恥蜘眠m
spectrome飽ra岨陶 14MeVneu闘 1delCC町'.respectively. TANSY is a combin剖
proton-recoil and neutron time-of t1ight spectrometer for 14 MeV ne凶 on510 be 
used during the d-t pha田 atJET.百lede臨ctionprinciple is ba関d側Ihe
measurements of the t1ight time of a scau町edinitial neutton and tI・eenergyofa
corresponding recoil proton.百lCscattering medium is a pol:戸由lylenefou. n隠

resolution and efficiency. using a白infoil (0.95 mgfcm2). is 155 keV創叫1.4x10-
5 cm2• respectively. 

INTRODUCTION 

百ec∞trollednuclear fusion is rega也姐踏曲e叫伽蹴er悶 IYsouroein白blre.τh雌 .....is
the leading devi偲 inthe nuclear fusion間期rch.Fusioo plasma is却はMIlpl同，tedthat many 
measurement methods are needed to diagnose曲epiasmapropeny s恥 h踊也，nsityancl 
tem戸rature.1n出edeu削 umpl，踊ma.恥 followingfusiOn re副 ons-1Ikc place 9lIl曲 前 回y岬岨
戸曲ab出守:

d+d →n (2.45 MeV) + 3He (0.82 MeV) 

d+d →P (3.02 MeV) + T (1.01 MeV) 
百聞指向sionre配値叫ticsare strong functions of the 100 tempe咽随時副首時泊町nnalPlaSrnIしτhe
neutron measurement w踊 reg町也d踊恥iontem戸 時随時di;略聞紙面白副首聡缶四t糊 geof恥
fusioo s加dy.加causethe neutron e鵬噂yspectrum fr割nt恥 therrn副pl踊mahas a 0司JPIer
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paper describes the present status of the neutron diagnostics of die d-d plasma on JT-60U. 
JET2) has a plan of the d-t operation in 1996. The new neutron spectrometer, TANSY, has been 
developed for die d-t experiments employing die time-of-flight technique. 

NEUTRON YIELD MEASUREMENTS ON JT-60U 

The most important application of die neutron measurement in die tokamak is die 
evaluation of die fusion power, which is derived directry from die total neutron yield. The time-
resolved neutron yield is measured with 2 3 5 U and 2 J 8 U fission chambers in JT-60U3). A fission 
chamber, which is an ionization chamber whose wall is coated by fissile material such as 2 3 5 U 
and 2 3 8 U , is suitable for die neutron source strengdi measurements for d-d plasmas. Energy 
released by fission is so large, 150 - 200 MeV, mat it is easy to reject die effect of frays whose 
energy is not more than 20 MeV in die d-d operational tokamaks. Large charge generated by 
fission reactions enable us to use it in current mode, so a wide range of die neutron flux, 
typically 9 or 10 decades, can be measured. 

The 2 3 5 U detector is used in die low and medium neutron yield discharges and die 2 M U 
detector is used in die high neutron yield discharges such as high-power NB heating 
experiments. Those detectors were placed on die torus midplane, just outside die toroidal field 
coils, at three different toroidal bays. The detectors ere all long cylinders in geometry. The ^HJ 
detector is surrounded by a SO mm thick polyetfiylene moderator, and 1 mm duck cadmium 
thermal neutron shield. This detector's neutron sensitivity is estimated to be almost constant in 
die energy range of 0.55 eV to 2.5 MeV. The ̂ U detector is surrounded by a 50 mm duck lead 
gamma shield only. The detectors were oriented vertically and placed just beyond die outer 
diameter of die toroidal field coils to reduce die effects of die magnetic fields. Being in line widi 
midplane ports, die detectors had a minimum of shielding between diemselves and die plasma 
neutrons. 

We use 2 3 5 U and M 8 U fission chambers in bodi pulse counting mode and Campbell 
(MS V) mode. The former is suitable for low count rates less dian 10* cps and die latter is for 
high count rates more than 10 s cps. By combination of bodi modes, wide dynamic range of 10™ 
was obtained. The temporal resolution of 2 ms has been completed by die combination of dwee 
linear amplifiers with different gain in die Campbell mode.. 

The absolute calibration of die relation between die neutron source strengdi in die whole 
plasma and die output of neutron monitor is die most important problem in die measurements of 
die neutron yield. The calibration is rather difficult because die neutron source is distributed in 
die plasma which is surrounded witii many complicated structures such as first wall, vacuum 
vessel poloidal and toroidal coils. The absolute detection efficiencies of die neutron detectors 
were measured for 92 locations of die neutron point source in toroidal scans at two different 
major radii in die JT-60U vacuum vessel. The total detection efficiency for die torus neutron 
source was obtained by die averaging die point efficiencies over die whole toroidal angle. The 
uncertainty of the neutron yield is evaluated to be ± 11%. 

Figure 1 shows die typical waveforms of die total neutron yield in die Neural Beam 
(NB) heated discharge. Typical discharge duration is IS s in JT-60U. In dtis discharge, 23 MW 
of NB was injected from 4 s to 6 s. We obtained die maximum neutron yield of 2.8 x 10l6n/sat 
4.85 s. The increase of die neutron yield is terminated by die 8p collapse which is one of die 
MHD instabilities. The tokamak plasma analysis shows tiiat about half of die neutron yield is 
contributed by die tiiermal fusion reactions, 40 % is die beam-tiiemwl reactions and die odier is 
die beam-beam reactions. The fusion gain Qu defined by (output power/input power) is 1.5 x 
10-3 in this discharge. The performance of equivalent d-t discharge was simulated by assuming 
D° beam injecting and 50/50 d/t target plasma using same temperatures and electron densiry 
profile, beam power, and odier parameters as a comparable d-d discharge. By the analysis, die 
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equivalent d-t fusion gain Qdt

 w *s estimated to be 0.2S for this discharge, which is quarter of die 
breakeven condition. 

Tkiw(t) 

Fi i . l . Typical waveforms of the total neutron yield in die Neutral Beam heated diichaiie 

NEUTRON SPECTROSCOPY ON JT-60U 

Neutron energy spectrum produced from d-d and/or d-t burning plasmas reflects several 
properties of the ion velocity distribution function. A 3He gas ionization chamber ( 3He LC.) was 
proved as a successful tool for d-d plasma neutron diagnostics in die large tokamak machines 
such as JET and TFTR. In JT-60U, the same type of 3 H e I.C. 4) has been installed and 
applied to d-d plasma neutron spectrometry. 

The 3 He I.C. used in JT-60U is the same type fast neutron spectrometer as already 
experienced in many other tokamaks, which is called FNS-1 on the market Fbr 2.45MeV d-d 
neutrons, the energy resolution of this detector can be SO keV FWHM. An adequate unfolding 
code with the detector response functions is needed to obtain neutron spectrum from the 
measured pulse height data. In mis study, the response functions of die 3 He LC in die energy 
range between 0.1 and 5.0 MeV were prepared through Monte Carlo calculation. These 
calculational results were adjusted to agree with die measured response data for several kinds of 
monoenergetic neutron sources. The spectrum unfolding code was based on die maximum 
likelihood and the maximum entropy method. On die other hand, die FPS (Fusion Product 
energy Spectrum) code was adopted to interpret die measured neutron spectra. This Monte Carlo 
code calculates die energy spectrum of a fusion product for given energy distribution functions, 
such as Maxwellian distribution, solutions of Fokker-Planck equation etc., of die primary 
reacting ions in a tokamak plasma. The reasonable ion energy distribution can be estimated by 
searching the best agreement between experimental and theoretical neutron spectra. 

The 3 He I.C. was placed at about IS m distance under the center of die vacuum vessel. 
Through a collimator, die view area is subtended around 10 cm in diameter. The performance of 
die present neutron spectrometry system were checked for some ohmicaUy and beam heated 
deuterium plasmas, of which average neutron emission rates were limited to suppress die pile-up 
effect in pulse height measurement, about S x 10 1 2 n/s in ohmic heating only and 4 x 1 0 M n/s 
in 4MW NB heating, respectively. 

Figure 2 shows the typical neutron spectrum from die NB healed deuterium plasma. 
Deuterium NB of 90 keV are injected into die plasma with die injection angle of 75 deg. against 
the magnetic axis, while, to this axis, die viewing angle of die neutron spectrometer is 90 deg. 
Due to anisotropy of die beam ion velocity distribution, dual peaks of die neutron spectrum are 
observed in the measured pulse height data. Assuming die background km temperature of 4.0 
keV combined with die analytical solution of Fokker-Planck eq. in the FPS code, good 
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agreement is found between the calculated and the unfolded neutron spectra as shown in 
Fig.2(b). 
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Fif.2. Neutron spectrum in NB heated d-d plasma: (a) Measured pulse height spectrum and (b) Unfolded neutron 
spectrum. 

TRITON BURNUP STUDY IN JT-60U 

The behavior of 1 MeV tritons produced in the d(d,p)t reaction is important to predict the 
properties of d-t produced 3.5 MeV alphas because 1 MeV tritons and 3.5 MeV alphas have 
similar kinematic properties such as Larmor radius and precession frequency. The confinement 
and slowing down of the fast tritons were investigated by measuring the ratio of die 14 MeV and 
the 2.5 MeV neutron production rates. Tritons of 1.0 MeV are produced in the d(d,p)t reaction at 
the same rate as die 2.5 MeV neutrons from the d(d,n)3He reaction. The majority of these nitons 
will remain confined in the plasma and slow down and a small fraction will undergo die fusion 
reaction t(d,n)4He, in which 14 MeV neutrons are produced. Time resolved triton burnup 
measurements were carried out by a 14 MeV neutron detector and they are compared with 
classical slowing down calculations^). 

The time-resolved 14 MeV emission rate was measured with die silicon surface barrier 
diode (SBD). The 14 MeV neutrons entering a silicon diode may undergo the following nuclear 
reactions: 2^ (n,p) ̂ Al and M S i (n,a) ^Mg, which have effective thresholds of about 7 MeV. 
Thus, die above reactions do not occur for die far more abundant 2.5 MeV neutrons. The SBD is 
mounted in die 20 cm-thick lead cylinder to shield gamma-rays from neutron capture events in 
die surrounding structure. The detector was installed just outside die JT-60U vacuum vessel on 
die midplane as close to die plasma as possible. A diin disk widi a 2 4 1 A m alpha particle source is 
mounted in front of die SBD to make an energy calibration of die detector possible using 5.486 
MeV alphas. The 14 MeV neutron yield integrated over several weeks was measured by die 
activation foils using die 9 3Nb(n,2n) 9 2 mNb reaction, which has a direshold energy of 9 MeV, a 
flat response function around 14 MeV, and a large cross-section. Because a pneumatic foil 
transfer system was not available at tiiat time, die foil was irradiated in die re-entry port only 16 
cm outside die typical plasma surface. The absolute error in die 14 MeV emission rate was 
estimated to be ±30% including die calibration uncertainty of ±20%. 

The time-dependent 14 MeV neutron emissivity was simulated by a simple classical 
slowing down model. The plasma was divided into 11 annular shells in die calculation. In each 
shell, die tritons were divided into 400 groups according to tiieir birth time, witii 10 ms time 
bins. The number of tritons in a group is proportional to die 2.5 MeV neutron emissivity at die 
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TRITON BURNUP STUDY IN JT.ωu 

百le恥haviorof 1 MeV tritons produced in the d(，句I)treaction is加ponant師 pmd蹴恥
P!oJ?e凶esof d-t produced 3.S MeValph踊恥cau鴎 1MeV町itonsand 3:S MeV alptau have 
similar kinematic pro戸口ies.such as Lannor radius and pre伺 ssionfr判田ncy.百lCconfineo剛 t
u岨slowingdown of the fast官itcnswe間 investigatedby measuring泊略目白oftbe14 MeV ar岨
曲e2.S Me V neutron production rates. Tritons of 1.0 Me V aa prod鵬叫in恥 d(d，p)taaclIon 11 
白esamera'飽踊血，e2.S Me V neutrons合om恥 d(d，n)3Here舵 tion.官lCm噌慣ityofd隠艶酎師m
will remain confined in the pl出 maand slow down and a small fraction w副 undergod聡釦盛田E

reaction t(d，n)4He， in which 14 MeV neutrons are produ田 d.Time 時 solvedtri~側 bumup
measur芭mentswere canied out by_.a 14 Me V neutron detector ar叫曲eyare c個npaadwi曲
classical slowing down calculationsS). 

τbe曲ne-resolved14 Me V emission rate was measured wi曲曲es蹴cons町 faceburier 
di叫，e(SBD).百le14 Me V neutrons entering a silicon di叫emayund町go曲efoU。羽田g酬:lear

reactions邦Si(n，p) 28Al and 28Si (白川.)25Mg， which bave effective由res加1品。tfabc闘t7MeV.
百四s，由，ea加Ivereactions do not侃 C町 for曲efar more abund細 It2.5 MeV neutrons. 1be SBD is 
mounted in曲e20 cm-thick lead cylinder to shield gamma-rays from neuaon c叩 随 時ewn凶 in
由esurrounding s回 cture.百 edetectl町 wasinstalled just側 tside恥 JT-t砲Uvacu凹n嶋田el佃

曲emidplane邸 clo路加thepl箇 ma踊卯ssible.A曲面diskwi曲a241Am a1pha pan記除筑削鴎is
mountcd in front of the SBD to make an energy calibration of恥 色 町 町possibleusing 5.4“ 
MeValph邸.The 14 Me V neutron 
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birth time of the tritons. Tritons were allowed to slow down in each shell according to the 
classical energy loss theory. 

Figure 3 shows the temporal evolution of the 2.5 MeV and 14 MeV neutron emission 
rates in a plasma with NBI heating of 18.7 MW. The peak of 14 MeV neutron emission was 
delayed due to the slowing down of the tritons from 1 MeV to the peak of d(t,n)a cross-section 
at 170 keV of the triton energy. The delay is very sensitive to the slowing down process of the 
triton, but not to the confinement time. The calculated 14 MeV emission rate is also shown in 
Fig. 1. There is good agreement between the measured and the calculated temporal evolution of 
the 14 MeV emission rate, indicating that the slowing down process of the 1 MeV tritons is 
classical. 
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F i g . 3 . Comparison of predicted and measured 14 MeV neutron emission m e for dieNB heated d-d plasma. 

THE TANSY SPECTROMETER 

The TANSY spectrometer6).7)-8) is a combined proton-recoil and neutron time-of-flight 
spectrometer designed for measurements of neutrons in the energy range 10-18 MeV at JET. 
The spectrometer has been constructed and built by the department of Reactor Physics at 
Chalmers University of Technology in Sweden and will be installed at JET before the D-T phase 
starts. The instrument will be positioned ca 20 m above the torus in a roof lab and the neutrons 
to be analyzed, enter the spectrometer through a collimator and scatter in a polyethylene foU, 
aligned with the neutron beam. In the foil, scattering can take place against hydrogen nuclei 
which gives rise to a recoiled proton and a scattered neutron. The recoil proton is detected by one 
of six proton detectors, three on each side of the foil, where the energy and time of the proton is 
measured with high accuracy. For the scattered neutrons, the most accurate method to measure 
the energy is by a time-of-flight method, where the time-difference between the detection of the 
proton and the neutron is measured. The scattered neutron is detected by one of 32 neutron 
detectors grouped into two detector banks with 16 detectors on each side of the foil. Thus, the 
energy of the source neutron can be obtained as the sum of the energies of the recoil proton and 
the scattered neutron. 

The principle of TANSY is shown in Fig. 4. The figure shows die collimator, the 
scattering foil, the proton detectors and die neutron detector banks. The neutron detectors in each 
bank are split into an upper and a lower row. The surfaces of the neutron detectors are 
positioned on the surface of a sphere with radius 100 cm and its centre coinciding with die 
centre of the foil. 
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THE TANSY SPECTROMETER 
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Fig, 4. The principle of the TANSY spectrometer. Source neutrons enter through the collimator (1). A fraction 
of the neutrons scatter against hydrogen nuclei in a polyethylene foil (2). The recoil protons are delected in one of 
the six proton detectors (three on each side of the foil) (3) while the corresponding scattered neuron is delected by 
one of the 32 neutron detectors (16 on each side of the foil) (4). From ref. 8. 

The foil is strained between two vertical rods on a plate placed on the bottom of a vacuum vessel 
containing the proton detectors (silicon diodes). For a detected proton, die time, which is used as 
a start signal for a time-digital-converter (TDC), and the amplitude of die signal are measured. 
The stop (neutron) detectors are fast plastic scintillators connected to a photomultiplier (PM) 
tube. Each neutron detector is surrounded by a 2 mm thick magnetic shield of u-metal. 

The TANSY spectrometer has been tested at the laboratory, using 14 MeV neutrons 
from a neutron generator. The instrument may be used utilizing several different diicknesses of 
die foil in order to enable a choice between different efficiencies and corresponding resolutions. 
Analytical calculations of die efficiency, and measured resolutions, have been confirmed wim 
Monte Carlo simulations9). The measured and simulated response functions, for two different 
thicknesses of the foil, are shown in figs 5 and 6. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the response functions obtained from experiment and Monte Carlo cskwlstiont. The 
experiiMMal distribution has been corrected fo^ 
the simulated response function. The simulated source neutrons are Gaussian disturbed with m FWHM of 
178 keV, which is die estimated energy spread of the neutron generator. The rMluMckMts,w!iica is * e i 
used, is 0.95 mg/cm2 and the FWHM of the response function is 230 keV. From ref. 9. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the response functions obtained from experiment and Monte Carlo calculations. The 
experimental distribution has been corrected for background and is also tionnalized. The units on the y-axis refer to 
the simulated response function. The simulated source neutrons are Gaussian disturbed with an FWHM of 
178 keV, which is the estimated energy spread of the neutron generator. The foil mickness, which is the thickest 
used, is 16.0 mg/cm2 and the FWHM of the response function is 2050 keV. From ref. 9. 

The response functions obtained from Monte Carlo calculations will be used for the unfolding of 
measured neutron energy spectra at JET. The simulated response functions are therefore 
calculated with a monoenergetic initial neutron energy and a parallel neutron beam. The results 
from such assumptions results in better values of the resolution due to the abscence of the energy 
spread from the neutron generator. Calculated values of die efficiency and resolution from 
different foil thicknesses are shown in table 1. 

Table 1. Monte Carlo calculated efficiencies and resolutions for different foil thicknesses 
for a monoenergetic source neutron energy of 14.1 MeV. The values of the efficiencies are 
confirmed by analytical calculations while the values of the resolutions arc verified by 
experiments. 

Foil thickness [mg/cm 2 ] Efficiency [10"5 cm 2 ] 
0.95 1.4 
2.40 3.5 
2.89 4.2 
3.80 5.5 
8.00 11.6 
16.0 23.2 

EMM IkeV] 
155 
325 
390 
505 
1050 
ca2050 

In Fig. 7 the energy of monoenergetic source neutrons is scanned and die efficiency is 
calculated for a foil thickness of 0.9S mg/cm2. Also shown is the efficiency if only singly 
scattered neutrons in the neutron detectors were encountered. 
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嶋 d，is 16.0 malcm2制 d御 FWI制 of曲eres阿 国funcu開 i52050 keV. From m.9. 

唄leresp側関functionsobtained from Monte Carlo calculations will恥 usedforωm 凶曙d
measured neutron energy spectra at JET. The simulated respon揖 functions闘志凶悶叫偶e
C凶culatedwi曲amon田 nergeticiniual neutron energy and a pu叫lelneutron beam.官官路間制1飽
食。msuch邸 sumptions時 sultsin better va1ues of the resolution d鴎 totheab釦e副訓eofd・eer闇 IY
spread針。m曲e-neutron generator. Calculated values of曲eefficiency副叫 resolution告別n
different foil thicknes碍 safe shown in table 1. 

Table 1. Montc Carlo伺 lc幽凶efflcienc民sandr腎oIutionsfor differcnl foil由民加憶鑓箇

foram倒防nergeucsource問 U臨調創期'gyof 14.1 MeV.τ'he values of泊1Cefl踊a副esare
∞nfi田町edby卸 alyucaJcalcuJations while白evalues of Ihe resolut制 15are w:rifi叫by
回，penm伺 ts.

EoiLthjckness [mg/cm2] Effidenq[10-5 cm2] FWHM[keV] 

0.95 1.4 155 

2.40 3.5 325 

2.89 4.2 3拘

3.80 5.5 505 

8.∞ 11.6 1050 

16.0 23.2 ca21α拘

In Fig.7曲eenergy of monoenergetic source ne町 onsis詑 .nn'叫 .nd恥 efficiencyis 
calcubued f1町 afoil thickness of O.9S mglcm2• Al叩 shownis曲eefficiency if only sin&lY 
scatter叫 neu岡崎in the neutron de悦 torsWere encountered. 
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Fig. 7. The efficiency as a function of the source neutron energy frr a foil thickness of 0.95 mg/cm2. The 
efficiency from singly scattered neutrons should be compared with the analytical one. The curve for multiple 
scattering contains both singly and multiply scattered neutrons in the neutron detectors. It should be emphasized 
that the efficiency is calculated for 16 neutron and 3 proton detectors. From ref. 9. 

The analytically calculated efficiency in Fig. 7 should be compared to the simulated efficiency 
for singly scattered neutrons. It can be seen that the efficiency increases with increasing neutron 
energy until a certain energy (ca 8 MeV) is reached. This energy depends on the chosen bias 
level of the neutron detectors. Source neutrons below 8 MeV give rise to scattered neutrons with 
an energy too low to exceed the bias level of the lower neutron detector row. Coincidences from 
the lower row are still present but only neutrons that enter the upper part of the surface of die 
detectors are registered. The efficiency above 8 MeV then decreases with increasing neutron 
energy due to the decreasing cross section of hydrogen which influences die scattering efficiency 
of both the scattering foil and the neutron detectors. It can be noticed that there is a discrepancy 
between the analytical and the simulated efficiency of ca 6%. This discrepancy relates to die 
analytical calculation which does not take into account such effects as die spatial neutron 
distribution in the neutron detectors. 

Experiments in the laboratory have shown that it is possible to utilize die neutron-proton 
scattering process for a high precision neutron spectrometer. The obtainable efficiency of 10*5 
cm2 is sufficient for neutron diagnostics during the D-T phase of a tokamak fusion reactor. 
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